(1) any I don't want any soup.
*I want any soup.
(2) yet He hasn't arrived yet.
*He has arrived yet.
(3) ever None of us has ever been to Paris.
*All of us have ever been to Paris.
(4) to lift a finger Nobody lifted a finger to help Mary.
negative sentences Nothing like it had ever been built before.
(6) conditionals I shall kill you if you ever mention my visits here.
(7) questions Have you ever been to Paris?
(8) superlatives This is one of the best novels ever written.
(9) certain adverbs Only John has ever been to Paris.
In - Ladusaw (1979) has taken a formal semantic approach, in which the licensing of NPIs is directly related to the logical properties of certain expressions or structures.
In this account, NPIs are restricted to downward entailing environments.
- Linebarger (1980) , in a syntactic/pragmatic approach, makes negation the central issue in the licensing of NPIs. In her account, NPIs can only occur in the immediate scope of negation (the "Immediate Scope Constraint"). When NPIs occur in sentences without any overt negation, the ICS must be adhered to by a negative implication of the sentence.
-A syntactic approach, by Progovac (1994) , defines polarity items within the framework of the Binding Theory; NPIs obey Principle A in that they must be bound by a licenser, which is some sort of negation, or an empty polarity operator.
The distribution of NPIs is extremely complex, not in the least because their behavior shows large variation, both cross-linguistically and language-internally. First of all, NPIs differ as to the set of environments in which they can appear (Zwarts, 1993) . For instance, not all NPIs are allowed in questions, or in superlative constructions. Secondly, although
NPIs are a universal phenomenon (as far as we know, they occur in all languages), languages may differ as to which lexical items are polarity sensitive.
None of the above mentioned theories can as yet give a unified account that conclusively fits these complex facts. Summing up the difficulties falls outside of the scope of this paper; the interested reader is referred to the literature on this topic (see references above).
NPIs in language acquisition
In our experimental work on the acquisition of NPIs, we have not, as yet, committed ourselves to one particular theoretical approach. The acquisition of NPIs is largely uncharted territory, and it is not clear which factors, be they semantic, syntactic or pragmatic in nature, enhance the acquisition of these items or make them problematic. The study presented in this paper is concerned with the first question: are NPIs, as soon as they appear in child language, restricted in their use or not. Do children show sensitivity to the restrictions on NPIs from the onset?
An early NPI: hoeven
In this study, the focus is on the verb hoeven, since it is the first NPI to appear in the language of Dutch children. Hoeven has no exact equivalent in English, but the verb have to or the modal auxiliary need come close in meaning (cf. (10) and (11)):
(10) Je mag het wel doen, maar het hoeft niet. You may do it, but you don't have to.
(11) Hij hoeft niet te gaan. He need not go.
Hoeven is clearly an NPI in Dutch; it is only allowed in a restricted set of environments, such as negative sentences, comparatives, or in the scope of certain adverbs.
It cannot be used in a straightforward affirmative sense; in that case, the verb moeten (must) should be used. Moeten is in meaning almost equivalent to hoeven, but differs from it in that it is not polarity sensitive; there are no particular restrictions on its use (compare (12) and (14) with (13) and (15) From the contexts in which they were uttered, one can infer that they sometimes are meant to be negative utterances, and sometimes affirmative.
In example (21) for instance, about "cold coffee", it is probable that this utterance means that the child does not want cold coffee, although there is no negation present in the sentence. In example (22), where hoeven is used without a licenser, but is accompanied by head shaking, the meaning of the utterance is clearly negative.
In other examples, as in (23), the sentence most probably has an affirmative meaning.
In example (24), in which more of the context is known, one can be definitely sure about the affirmative meaning of unlicensed hoeven.
In examples like (23) and (24), it is intriguing to see that, although hoeven is not properly licensed, the licenser may be hidden somewhere in the context, or in previous discourse. We will come back to this later.
A child's knowledge of hoeven
The spontaneous speech data seem to give the impression that children do not properly understand the negative polarity aspects of hoeven. Based on these observations, several questions can be formulated about how young children interpret this verb.
First, is it so that hoeven is known to young children only as a sort of fixed expression with niet (not), like don' wanna, as suggested by examples (16) - (20)? Or do children have a more complete understanding of hoeven, as an NPI, and of its various licensers? To investigate this possibility, it is necessary to look at a wider range of grammatically acceptable licensers, beyond the niet (not) that occurs in the spontaneous speech data.
A second hypothesis is whether hoeven alone possibly functions as a negative verb, with negation implicit in the verb -such that hoeven means need-not, as in (21) and (22).
In this case, experimental investigation must focus upon what interpretation children give to hoeven when no licenser is present in the sentence.
Yet another hypothesis is that young children just see hoeven as a regular modal verb, like moeten. If hoeven is not an NPI for these children, then it could be used either negatively, as in (16) - (20), or affirmatively, as in (23) and (24). So again, it is necessary to find out what interpretations children give these sentences and, also, whether they see them as grammatically acceptable or not.
Of course, a fourth hypothesis is also possible: that children really do understand hoeven as an NPI, with specific restrictions on its usage.
An experimental study of hoeven
These possible explanations were tested via experimentation, in an attempt to discover whether and to what degree children are sensitive to the NPI restrictions on hoeven. So far, 11 three-year-olds have participated in this study. Also, 8 four-year-olds were tested with the same task and several five-, six-, and seven-year-olds with other tasks. This paper will concentrate on the three-year-olds, since they gave a more fine-grained impression than the older children. The ERIC task is based partially on the standard Elicited Imitation task for children (Lust et al., 1986) and the Shadowing task for adults (Marslen-Wilson, 1985) . The motivation behind the ERIC task is that children will reproduce sentences in a way that fits their grammar. What the children are asked to do in this experiment is different from Elicited Imitation in that (1) the sentences are put in context; (2) ungrammatical, at least for adults, as well as grammatical sentences are presented; (3) via Acting Out, the child's interpretation of the sentence can be observed. Also, the child's attention is drawn away from a straightforward imitation instruction.
The ERIC task also resembles a Truth Value judgment task (Crain and McKee, 1985) , but via the ERIC response (1) the child's determination of acceptability is measured by his tendency to replicate or change the original sentence. Any changes made during reproduction give additional valuable information about where the grammatical shoe pinches, so to speak. Also, (2) a particular interpretation of the sentence is not forced into focus -via the Acting Out task, children are free to assign their own interpretations, whatever these may be. This ERIC and AO task combination has specific advantages for the present investigation. For example, the story -test sentence pair illustrated above, with the ungrammatical test sentence *I need to bike to school today, was paired with two pictures: Bert bicycling and Bert walking. The child, in the ERIC response, could a) give an exact repetition of the ungrammatical sentence; b) make the sentence grammatical by exchanging hoeven for a non-restricted, regular verb; or c) make it grammatical by inserting an acceptable licenser. The AO response shows the child's affirmative or negative interpretation. This, in combination with the ERIC response, gives the information necessary to interpret the child's understanding of hoeven.
In all, there were 30 story -test sentence pairs. There were 15 unrelated filler pairs. Of the test sentences, there were 3 each of the grammatical types hoeven-only, as in (25a), hoeven-no, as in (25b), and hoeven-not, as in (25c). There were also 6 ungrammatical sentences, in the sense that hoeven appeared without any proper licenser, the licenserabsent sentences, as in (25d) below:
Ik hoef van jou alleen de gele te hebben. I need from you only the yellow to have. "I want only the yellow one from you." (25b)
Van de juf hoef ik geen rood potlood te slijpen. Of the teacher need I no red pencil to sharpen. The teacher says I don't have to sharpen the red pencil.
(25c)
Ik hoef de gele viltstift niet. I need the yellow marker not. "I don't want the yellow marker."
*Ik hoef vandaag naar school te fietsen.
I need today to school to bicycle. "I want to bicycle to school today."
The stories preceding the test sentences sometimes functioned as an experimental variable, by introducing a bias away from the test sentence interpretation. The motivation behind this counterbias was to investigate whether children would be able to resist the information in the previous discourse and adhere to the proper interpretation of the licenser in the test sentence, or whether discourse could overrule the test sentence interpretation.
The stories preceding the hoeven-only, hoeven-no and hoeven-not test sentence types all contained such a counterbias 4 . For example, test sentence (25c) above was paired with a story about Bert wanting to draw a great big beautiful sun and having to choose a marker for this task, from a trio of yellow, green, and purple markers.
The licenser-absent test sentences (25d) did not have any story bias manipulation, because one of the goals of this first study was to investigate whether the verb hoeven is an implicit negative verb or just a regular modal verb. A positive or negative story bias would have complicated this investigation.
Results
The three graphs presented below represent three different result categories of the experimental data.
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Graph 1 shows how often, in percentages, a child repeats the test sentence with either the verb hoeven preserved (repeated) in the ERIC response, or hoeven replaced by a different verb, like moeten (must), which is not an NPI.
What is immediately obvious in this graph is that, in repeating the ungrammatical licenser- absent sentences, like (25d) above, the children had a strong tendency to replace hoeven with a different verb, 40% of the time, which turns these sentences into grammatical utterances. In the grammatical test sentences with only, no and not, see (25a), (25b), and (25c), respectively above, the children clearly, more often than not, repeated these sentences with the preservation of the verb hoeven: 50%, 67%, and 80% of the time.
Graph 2 shows whether the child repeats, changes, or drops the licenser during the ERIC response. For example, in sentences with not, children repeated the same not 80% of the time, and used another, but still negatively interpretable licenser, such as no or never, 3% of the time, for a total of 83% negative licensers. They never replaced not with a different, affirmatively interpretable licenser like only, and they dropped the licenser all together 7% of the time.
In the licenser-absent sentences, children repeated the sentences without a licenser 78% of the time, inserted an affirmatively interpretable licenser (like only) or "pseudo licenser"
(like too or enough; we will come back to this in the discussion) 8% of the time, for a total of 83% affirmative ERIC responses. They inserted a negative licenser (like no or not)
8% of the time. age say only hoef-not, in their ERIC responses they are quite good at reproducing all these NPI licensers. It is the case, however, that they are most comfortable with not. Bert not picking out an apple, then the child should not show Bert ending up with an apple. This was indeed the interpretation assigned to the not sentences, 80% of the time, but the results for the no sentences were a bit of a surprise. Although these sentences were repeated by the children with no in their ERIC responses (therefore, we presume that the children do know that no can act as a licenser), they were acted out in the affirmative 57% of the time. It seems that the children have interpretation problems with the quantifier geen (no) in these sentences, which they solve by acting out the counterbiased discourse interpretation, and not the test sentence. A more complete investigation of this matter must wait for future research. But if children do have knowledge of hoeven as a special verb, why do they sometimes use it in ways that are deviant to adult language? When we take a second look at the spontaneous speech examples, together with some of the more "original" ERIC reproductions from the experimental study, it is possible to get some ideas about why children sometimes produce ungrammatical (according to adults) hoeven sentences.
Discussion
Firstly, children seem to use negation or contrast in the context or in previous discourse as a licenser for hoeven. This can be illustrated by examples (23) and (24), presented earlier, in which there is, respectively, a contrast between a hard piece of clay and a soft piece (23), and a shovel and a broom (24). In both cases, the child chose between two alternatives, one of which was not needed, but the other wás. Some other examples can illustrate this contextual or previous discourse licensing of hoeven (cf. (26) - (28)):
(26) 3 years *Deke oef je niet, kete oef je wel.
Blanket need you not, kettle need you yes. "You don't need the blanket, you dó need the kettle." (27) 3;06.03 *Ik hoef nog niet naar bed, ik hoef nog eten.
I need yet not to bed, I need yet eat. "I don't have to go to bed yet, I want to eat first." In 26, the negation is in the first part of the sentence. Again, there is a situation in which there is a choice between alternatives; one is not needed, but the other ís. In 27, the contrast is between going to bed, which is not needed, and having to eat first, which ís needed. And lastly, in example 28, there may be a negation hidden in the context. It is as if the child has reason to believe that the person he is talking to does not need the object of the sentence. Now that the first experimental results have given some impression of the three-year-olds' basic understanding of the restrictions on hoeven, it should be possible to design an experiment that includes a more systematic investigation of the effects of contrast and discourse bias.
Secondly, in spontaneous speech data and the ERIC responses, children also use words that have the "flavor" of licensers, but that are not real licensers: wel, nog, and toch, as for example in (26), (27), and (28), respectively. It is not clear why these words seem acceptable to children as licensers. An investigation of these "pseudo licensers" could also be included in future research.
Thirdly, in the few cases where we found hoeven with the licenser absent in utterances with a negative meaning, we tend to think that these examples are performance errors: a) the child who shook her head and said hoef papa's fiets! (need daddy's bicycle!) also said what it is that the child does not control in relation to his understanding of hoeven and its licensing environments is, as yet, unclear. Investigation of the role of the syntactic, pragmatic, and semantic contributions to the definition of NPI-licenser will be the topic of future study. But what is now clear is that children do know is that hoeven is a special verb that must, in some way, be licensed.
